Oblique-viewing endoscopes (oblique scopes) are widely used in medical practice. They are essential for certain procedures such as laparoscopy, arthroscopy and sinus endoscopy. In an oblique scope the viewing directions are changeable by rotating the scope cylinder. Although a camera calibration method is necessary to apply augmented reality technologies to oblique endoscopic procedures, no method for oblique scope calibration has yet been developed. In the present paper, we formulate a camera model and a calibration procedure for oblique scopes. In the calibration procedure, Tsai's calibration is performed at zero rotation of the scope cylinder, then the variation of the external camera parameters corresponding to the rotation of the scope cylinder is modeled and estimated as a function of the rotation angle. Accurate estimation of the rotational axis is included in the procedure. The accuracy of this estimation was demonstrated to have a significant effect on overall calibration accuracy in the experimental evaluation, especially with large rotation angles. The projection error in the image plane was approximately two pixels. The proposed method was shown to be clinically applicable.
Introduction
As a minimally invasive procedure, endoscopic surgery has become common in recent years. When rigid scopes are used, the movements of the endoscope can be tracked by a 3D position sensor attached to the camera head outside the cavity. Since endoscopic surgery is essentially a monitorbased operation, conventional monitor-based augmented reality (AR) technologies may be combined straightforwardly with rigid scope tracking without the need for special display devices or 3D glasses [1 -6] . Several AR systems for rigid scopes including microscopes have already been used clinically. These systems accurately superimpose virtual and real endoscopic images. Previous studies have investigated additional parameters for endoscopic camera calibration other than those used in the conventional method of Tsai [7] , and the correction of distortion caused by wide-angle lenses is often incorporated [5, 8 -11] . Moreover, the zoom and focus parameters have been examined [12, 13] and applied to microscopic camera calibration [14] . The zoom and focus parameters are dynamically changeable during the endoscopic procedures, while the distortion parameters are static.
There are two types of rigid endoscopes: forwardviewing endoscopes (hereafter called forward scopes), and oblique-or side-viewing endoscopes (hereafter called oblique scopes). Because the range of movement of the scope cylinder is considerably restricted due to the fixed entry point and constriction of the cavities, it is often difficult to observe a target object from the desired viewing directions using forward scopes in which the viewing direction is aligned and fixed to the axis of the scope cylinder. Recently, oblique endoscopes have been widely used to overcome this problem. In oblique scopes, the viewing direction has a tilt (308, for example) from the axial direction of the scope cylinder that is changeable by rotating the scope cylinder around the cylinder axis without changing the position and orientation of the camera head. Thus, oblique scopes are more advantageous than forward scopes due to their much wider variety of viewing directions, attained by rotation of the scope cylinder. To our knowledge, no camera model of oblique scopes has been developed to date, despite the fact that oblique scopes are widely used in clinical practice and are even essential for certain procedures such as laparoscopy, arthroscopy, and sinus endoscopy.
In this paper, we describe the development of a camera calibration method for oblique scopes and its application to an oblique-viewing endoscopic AR system. A preliminary report on this work has already been published [15] . While lens distortion, zoom and focus parameters are involved in the modification of the internal parameters in Tsai's camera model, the rotation parameter of the scope cylinder in oblique scopes is related to the external parameters. This rotation parameter is dynamically changeable during endoscopic procedures, similar to the zoom and focus parameters. We measure the rotation parameter of the scope cylinder using a rotary encoder attached to the camera head. The problem is formulated as determining the optical ray in the physical space corresponding to each pixel in the endoscopic image, given the rotation of the scope cylinder as measured by the rotary encoder, as well as the position and orientation of the camera head as measured by a 3D position sensor. The particular purpose of the oblique scope calibration is to find the systematic relationship between the rotation of the scope cylinder and the external parameters in Tsai's model. The problems addressed in this paper may be summarized as follows: (1) development of a camera model for oblique scopes by describing the external parameters as functions of the rotation of the scope cylinder and some system parameters; and (2) formulation of a calibration procedure for estimating unknown system parameters in the functions.
The structure of this paper is as follows. In the next section we give an overview of AR systems for oblique scopes, then describe the camera model of oblique scopes and its calibration method. In the subsequent section we describe experiments for evaluating the accuracy of the methods under various conditions, and clarify the guidelines for both efficient and accurate calibration. In the final section we discuss the work and indicate directions of future research.
Methods

Overview of oblique-viewing endoscope
The features of an oblique scope in comparison with a forward scope are illustrated in Figure 1 . A rigid scope is characterized by its rigid scope cylinder. The difference in appearance between oblique and forward scopes is observed at the tips of their scope cylinders. As shown in Figure 1a , the viewing direction of a forward endoscope is aligned with the axis of the scope cylinder, while an oblique scope has a tilt away from this axis and its viewing direction is changeable by rotating the scope cylinder around the axis. Figures 1c and 1d present images of a world map on a cylindrical inner wall acquired by real forward and oblique scopes, respectively, at the positions shown in Figure 1b . As demonstrated in Figure 1d , oblique endoscopic images are changed by rotating the scope cylinder, and high-latitude regions of the map on the inner wall are much more clearly observed than in the view obtained through a forward scope.
Augmented reality system for oblique-viewing endoscope Figure 2 shows a basic system for realizing obliqueviewing endoscopic augmented reality visualization. We attach additional apparatus to measure the pose of the camera head and the rotation of the scope cylinder. A rigid body with optical markers is attached to the camera head for measuring its 6D pose parameters using an optical tracker, and the rotary encoder is geared to the scope cylinder for measuring its rotation parameter. Let T tr represent rigid transformation from 3D coordinates in the optical tracker coordinate system S t to those in the rigid body coordinate system S r attached to the camera head. To ensure that the system generates rendering images of a 3D image data set as virtual oblique endoscopic images superimposed on real ones, the following transformations must be available in addition to T tr :
. Rigid transformation T dt from 3D coordinates in the 3D image coordinate system S d to those in the tracker coordinate system S t . . Rigid transformation T rc from 3D coordinates in the rigid body coordinate system S r attached to the endscope to those in the camera coordinate system S c . . Projection transformation M ci from 3D coordinates in the camera coordinate system S c to 2D coordinates in the projected image coordinate system.
Typical examples of the 3D image data set are preoperative CT/MR data and intraoperative ultrasound data. Using the above transformations, the projection from homogeneous coordinates p d in the 3D image data to homogeneous coordinates i c in the 2D oblique-scope image is written as where s is a scalar value, and s ¼ z c when the z c -axis of the camera coordinate system S c is set as the optical axis. Intuitively, the procedures for obtaining T dt , T tr , T rc and M ci are regarded as registration between the physical space and 3D image data, camera tracking, calibration of the external camera parameters, and calibration of the internal camera parameters, respectively. In this paper, we assume that T dt can be found using an existing registration method. In addition, T tr is measured using an optical tracker and P ci is obtained using the conventional camera calibration method of Tsai. The parameters inherent in an oblique endoscope are included in T rc . Let u be the rotation parameter of the scope cylinder measured by the rotary encoder geared to it. The external camera parameters T rc for oblique endoscopes are described as a function of u, i.e., T rc (u). In the next subsection, we describe the modeling of T rc (u) for oblique endoscopes.
Camera model for oblique-viewing endoscope
Projection model of pinhole camera. In Tsai's calibration method, the camera parameters involved in the pinhole camera projection model are classified into external and internal parameters [7] . The external parameters determine the transformation from the world coordinate system S w , which corresponds to S r in Figure 2 , to the camera coordinate system S c . The internal parameters determine the projection of 3D points in the camera coordinate system onto the 2D image I c . The camera parameters inherent in oblique scopes are mainly related to the external parameters. Let homogeneous coordinates of a 3D point in S w be p w ¼ (x w , y w , z w , 1), and those in S c be p c ¼ (x c , y c , z c , 1). Given the rigid transformation matrix T: S w ! S c , we have
where T corresponds to T rc in Equation (1). Let I c be the image coordinate system, and i c ¼ (u, v, 1) be homogeneous coordinates of the projected 2D point of p c onto I c . Given the image projection matrix M, we have
where M corresponds to M ci in Equation (1), s is a scalar value, and s ¼ z c since the z c -axis is set as the optical axis. T in Equation (2) involves the external camera parameters, while M in Equation (3) involves the internal camera parameters, including the horizontal and vertical focal lengths, the horizontal and vertical pixel sizes, and the image center coordinates.
Simple camera model for idealized oblique-viewing endoscope
In the camera model for oblique scopes, we assume that the rotation angle u of the scope cylinder is related to the external camera parameters T, but not to the internal camera parameters M. The rigid transformation matrix T representing the external parameters in Equation (3) is described as a function of the rotation angle u of the scope cylinder, and is thus represented as T(u). Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the idealized camera model of oblique scopes. When the oblique scope is mathematically modeled as a pinhole camera, its camera coordinate system, (x c , y c , z c ), is virtually arranged as shown Figure 3 . Here, it is necessary to carefully model the fact that, due to the rotation of the scope cylinder, only the lens system rotates while the camera head, i.e., the imaging plane, remains fixed irrespective of the rotation. We mathematically describe the transformation of the endoscopic image due to the rotation of the scope cylinder by decomposing the one physical rotation into two consecutive mathematical rotations. First, both the camera head (imaging plane) and cylinder are rotated as a single rigid body (we call this the whole scope rotation). Next, just the camera head is inversely rotated so that only the lens system (cylinder) rotates while the camera head remains fixed (we call this the camera head rotation).
In the whole scope rotation (Figure 3 , left) the camera coordinate system S c is rotated around the rotation axis l s of the scope cylinder by u. l s ideally passes through the origin of S c and intersects with the z-axis of S c at a fixed angle w 0 , where w 0 is the oblique viewing angle inherent in the oblique scope. The z-axis of S c, i.e., the viewing direction, is rotated around l s connected with the rotation u of the scope cylinder, while the angle between l s and the z-axis of S c remains fixed at w 0 . By the whole scope rotation, the endoscopic image is changed from that in the left frame of Figure 3 to that in the center frame, where the counter-clockwise rotation of the dashed line shown below the "2" is observed.
The first whole scope rotation involves the movement of both the lens system and the imaging plane. Nevertheless, rotation of the imaging plane should not occur. Because the rotation of the camera head around l s in the physical space virtually corresponds to the rotation of the imaging plane around the z-axis of S c , the incorrect rotation of the imaging plane is nullified by the second camera head rotation of the xy-plane of S c , because the horizontal and vertical axes of the imaging plane are aligned to the x-and y-axes of S c . In the camera head rotation (Figure 3, center) , the xy-plane of S c is rotated by 2u, i.e., inversely rotated, around l h (u), which ideally corresponds to the z c -axis of the camera coordinate system after the whole scope rotation of u. Due to this inverse rotation, the viewup direction of the endoscopic image is returned to the original direction before executing the whole scope rotation. The endoscopic image is changed from that in the center frame of Figure 3 to that shown at the right of the figure, where the orientation of the dashed line below the "2" is aligned to the initial orientation. This is consistent with the characteristic of the oblique-viewing endoscopic image by which the view-up direction is invariant to the rotation of the scope cylinder.
We derive a mathematical description of T(u) by combining the whole scope rotation and the camera head rotation in the following. Let T R (u; v, x) or T R (u; l) be the transformation matrix representing the rotations u around the axis l defined by point x and direction v. Let o c be the origin of S c , and n s be the direction of l s (where jn s j ¼ 1). Let l h (u) and z c (u) be the z-axis of S c , that is, l h , and its direction, respectively, when the rotation angle of the scope cylinder is u, that is, S c is rotated by u around l s . Let T 0 represent the transformation matrix from S w to S c when u ¼ 0, that is, when the scope cylinder is at zero rotation. T 0 is the rigid transformation representing the external parameters in Tsai's camera model when u ¼ 0. When the scope cylinder is rotated by u, the rigid transformation matrix representing the external parameters of the camera model for the ideal oblique scope, T(u), can be given by
where T R (2u; l s ) and T R (u; l h (u)) correspond to the whole scope rotation and the camera head rotation, respectively. To simplify Equation (5), we rewrite the camera head rotation T R (2u; l h (u)) as (6) since the rotation around l h (u) is equivalent to the following three consecutive rotations: rotation around l s by 2u to bring l h (u) to the initial pose l h ; rotation around l h by 2u at the initial pose; and rotation around l s by u to bring l h to l h (u), where it should be noted that l h ¼ l h (0). By combining Equations (5) and (6), T(u) is written by rotations around the fixed axes l h and l s :
Extended camera model for general oblique-viewing endoscope. Modeling of actual oblique scopes needs to incorporate deviations from the idealized model for accurate calibration. In the idealized model, several ideal situations are assumed. The following two violations of the assumptions are considered to seriously affect accuracy in calibration of actual oblique scopes:
. The origin of S c does not pass through the axis l s , where it is assumed that the direction of l s is the same as that of the ideal model (Figure 4) . . In the camera head rotation, the rotation axis l h of the xy-plane of S c , i.e., the imaging plane, is deviated from the z-axis of S c ( Figure 5 ).
To address the first violation, we simply assume that l s does not necessarily pass through o c and that l s is defined by point c s and orientation n s .To address the second violation, we assume that l h is described by unknown direction n h and point c h instead of by z c and o c . By incorporating the above additional parameters, T(u) is rewritten as
Calibration procedure
The camera calibration of oblique scopes involves the estimation of the following parameters:
. Rigid transformation T 0 from S w to S c at zero rotation of the scope cylinder, i.e., the external camera parameters of Tsai's model at zero rotation. . Axis l s , i.e., n s and c s .
. Axis l h at zero rotation of the scope cylinder, i.e., n h and c h .
It is assumed that the determination of S w and the measurement of u are practically possible. In our experiments, we determined S w by measuring 6D pose parameters of the optical rigid body attached to the camera head using an optical tracker, and measured u using the rotary encoder geared to the scope cylinder. The calibration procedure is as follows. First, T 0 is estimated when the rotation of the scope cylinder is fixed at u ¼ 0. A projection matrix M representing the internal parameters is simultaneously estimated. This step is performed based on the conventional calibration procedure of Tsai. Next, l s , that is, n s and c s , is estimated by 3D measurement of the rotation of the scope cylinder itself. Finally, n h and c h are estimated using oblique endoscopic images acquired at several rotations u of the scope cylinder, based on T 0 , n s and c s as estimated during the first and second steps. In this step, u i was measured using a rotary encoder in our experiments. In the following subsections the second and third steps of the procedure are described in detail.
Estimation of l s . To estimate n s and c s defining the axis l s , we attach an optical marker to a knob for rotating the scope cylinder (as shown in Figure 6 ). The 3D position of this optical marker during rotation of the scope cylinder is measured using an optical tracker. The camera head must be fixed while the cylinder is rotated. The normal of the plane fitted to the measured 3D positions is regarded as n s , and the center of the circle fitted to their trajectory is regarded as c s .
Let r i w (i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n) be the ith measured 3D position. n s is estimated by finding the value of n s minimizing
under the condition jn s j ¼ 1, where n s Á r . Letting r be the radius of the fitted circle, c s is estimated by finding values of c s and r minimizing
Note that r is not used in the camera model. This non-linear least square problem can be solved using the Levenberg-Marquardt method.
Estimation of l h . To estimate n h and c h defining the axis l h , we acquire endoscopic images at several rotation angles u i (i ¼ 1, 2, . . . , m) of the scope cylinder. Let i ij c be the jth 2D point in the endoscopic image acquired at rotation angle u i , which is a projection of 3D position p j w in S w ( j ¼ 1, 2, . . . , n) . The relation between i ij c and p j w is described as
where s ¼ z c , M is the projection matrix including the internal parameters, and T(u i ) is the rigid transformation matrix including the external parameters for oblique scopes. The relation can be written as
Because M, T 0 , n s and c s have already been estimated, only n h and c h are unknown in Equation (15) . If we regard the right-hand side of Equation (15) as a function of p j w and u i , i c , whose range is projected in 2D coordinates, the relation can be written as
That is, n h and c h are unknown system parameters in function i c . n h and c h are estimated by finding the values of n h and c h minimizing
This non-linear least square problem can be solved using the Levenberg-Marquardt method.
Results Figure 6 shows the oblique scope with the additional apparatus used in the experiments. We used an OTV-S5C laparoscope (Olympus Optical Co. Ltd., Tokyo, Japan) as an oblique scope for evaluating the proposed camera model and calibration procedure. Since lens distortion was sufficiently small in this laparoscope, we did not apply any distortion correction methods to the acquired endoscopic images. The rotary encoder geared to the scope cylinder was used for measuring the rotation angle u of the scope cylinder. Its resolution was 0.258. The Polaris (Northern Digital, Inc., Waterloo, Ontario, Canada) was used for all other 3D position measurements during the calibration processes.
Effects of estimation of l s and l h
Images of a checkerboard pattern were acquired using the oblique scope at different rotation angles of the scope cylinder within the range 08 u 1328. The 3D positions p j w of the jth crossing point on the checkerboard in the world coordinate system S w were measured using the Polaris pen-probe. The 2D coordinates i ij c of projection points corresponding to the jth crossing point were manually specified from the image (whose matrix size was 320 Â 240) acquired at the ith rotation angle. Using the above data set for the calibration, l h (n h and c h ) was estimated. Similarly, other data sets of p j w and i ij c were acquired for accuracy evaluation of the camera calibration through the different acquisition processes. Using the data sets for evaluation, we defined the projection error 1 as
where i c (p j w ,u i ) denotes computed 2D coordinates using the calibrated parameters. It should be noted that 1 is not residual because the data sets used for the calibration are different from those used for computation of 1. The numbers of angles u i , m, were m ¼ 8 for the calibration data set and m ¼ 7 for the evaluation data set. The seven angles at which the endoscopic images for evaluation were acquired were all different from those used for calibration. The number of manually specified 2D projection points, n, at each angle was n ¼ 16 for both data sets.
We compared the respective errors 1 of the following four calibration methods:
. Full calibration: All processes of the proposed method were applied. . Calibration without estimation of l h : T 0 and l s were estimated, but l h was not. Instead, l h was assumed to correspond to the z-axis of S c . . Calibration without estimation of the position of l s : T 0 was estimated, as was the direction of l s , n s , but position c s was not. Instead, l s was assumed to pass through the origin of S c . l h was then estimated. . Calibration without estimation of l h or the position of l s : The assumptions used in the preceding pair of methods were used instead. Figure 7 shows the errors 1 of the above four methods for different rotation angles, u, of the scope cylinder.
In the full calibration, 1 was constantly low (around 2 pixels) irrespective of u, but in the other calibration methods 1 increased as u increased, e.g., by more than 10 pixels when u was greater than 758. Figure 8 shows projection points computed using Equation (15) superimposed on the original images acquired at several angles for the evaluation data set. Results were compared between the full calibration and calibration without estimation of l h . Significant improvements were observed in the full calibration. These results show that careful estimation of both l h and l s is quite important for accurate calibration. 
Effects of number of angles and point samples on estimation of l h
When l h is estimated, the number of angles u i , m, and the number of 3D points p j w , n, projected onto the endoscopic image at each angle are considered to affect the accuracy of estimation of l h . In the previous experiments, we used m ¼ 8 for the range 08 u 1328 and n ¼ 16 for each angle of the endoscopic image. Evaluating the effects of the numbers of u i and p j w is important to provide guidelines for efficient and accurate calibration. We evaluated the error 1 under the following two conditions:
. Fixed angle number: The number of 3D points p j w , n, was changed from n ¼ 1 to n ¼ 16 while the number of angles u i , m, was fixed at m ¼ 8. Data sets used for calibration were extracted from the calibration data set used in the section entitled Effects of estimation of l s and l h . Sixteen 3D points as used in that section were labeled as shown in Figure 9a , and the 3D points were selected for each number of n as summarized in Table I . . Fixed 3D point number: The number of angles u i , m, was changed from m ¼ 1 to m ¼ 8 while the number of 3D points p j w , n, was fixed at n ¼ 2 and n ¼ 4. n ¼ 2 and n ¼ 4 were determined based on the experimental results with "fixed angle number". The angles u i were selected for each number of m as summarized in Table II. In the above experiments, we used the same evaluation data set as used in the section headed Effects of estimation of l s and l h to evaluate the error 1. Figure 9b shows the results when the number of angles u i , m, was fixed at m ¼ 8. The error 1 was not significantly different when n ! 2. Thus, we performed the experiments with "fixed 3D point number" using n ¼ 2 and n ¼ 4. Figure 9c shows the results when the number of 3D points p j w , n, was fixed at n ¼ 2 and n ¼ 4. When n ¼ 4, 1 was slightly reduced when m became large, although 1 was not significantly different when m ! 4. When n ¼ 2, the error was larger for every value of m than when n ¼ 4. When n ¼ 4 and m ¼ 4, 1 was 2.4 (pixels). Even when n ¼ 2 and m ¼ 1, 1 was 2.8 (pixels). By considering the fact that the error was 2.2 (pixels) when u ¼ 0, where error in Tsai's calibration was involved but any error due to oblique scope calibration was not involved, additional error due to oblique scope calibration could become sufficiently small when n ¼ 4 and m ¼ 4.
Discussion and conclusions
We have developed the camera model and calibration procedure for oblique-viewing endoscopes. Both idealized and general models for oblique scopes have been formulated. In the calibration procedure of the general model, Tsai's calibration is performed at zero rotation of the scope cylinder, then the variation of the external parameters corresponding to the cylinder rotation is prescribed as a function of the rotation angle. A registration error of approximately two pixels was attained using our method. Accurate estimation of the rotational axes is included in the procedure. The results of the evaluations were proven to exert a significant effect on the overall calibration accuracy, especially when the rotation angle was large.
We measured the rotation angle u of the scope cylinder using a rotary encoder. u can also be measured using an optical or magnetic tracker by attaching an optical marker or magnetic receiver to the scope cylinder and linking the cylinder rotation to the marker or receiver motion. The rotary encoder was quite useful, however, since it was not subject to the line-of-sight requirement of an optical tracker or the magnetic field distortion of a magnetic tracker. Once the rotary encoder is geared so that cylinder rotation is directly linked to the rotary encoder, special attention for acquisition of u is unnecessary.
In the results described in the section Effects of estimation of l s and l h , the overall accuracy was shown to be significantly affected by the estimation of l s or l h . When the cylinder rotation u was larger than 30 -408, practical accuracy was not attainable without accurate estimation of both l s and l h . The error at u ¼ 0 shown in Figure 7 was only due to Tsai's calibration procedure. The difference between this error and the average errors at other angles is considered to be additional error inherent in the oblique scope calibration procedure. The additional error due to the oblique scope calibration was less than 0.3 pixels, while the error at u ¼ 0 due to Tsai's calibration was 2.2 pixels. This shows that the proposed calibration was quite effective.
In the experimental results described in the section Effects of number of angles and point samples on estimation of l h , the effects of the number of acquired images with different u and the number of 2D-3D point correspondences in each acquired image on estimation of l h were evaluated. In the rotation angle range from 0 to 1308, good accuracy was attained by using images acquired at four angles and four points in each image. That is, 16 additional 2D-3D point correspondences were used in addition to Tsai's calibration at zero-rotation, and an error of 2.4 pixels was obtained, which was comparable to the error of 2.2 pixels only due to Tsai's calibration. Even when just two additional correspondences were used, that is, two correspondences in one image, the error of 2.8 pixels was attained. These results show that the proposed general camera model is quite suitable for describing the actual oblique-viewing scope.
Another possible approach to oblique scope calibration is to perform Tsai's calibration at a sufficiently large number of u i and interpolate each external parameter p i estimated at u i . For example, in reference 12, camera parameters obtained at discrete values of the zoom and focus parameters using Tsai's calibration are interpolated using spline functions. Similarly, the external camera parameters involved in the cylinder rotation can be described as a continuous function of u, p(u), using spline functions from a discrete set of external parameter value p i . At least six 2D-3D point correspondences are required in Tsai's method at each u i and additional correspondences are essential for stable calibration. While the accuracy of the above method would be largely affected by the number of angles u i at which Tsai's calibration is performed, our method is based on systematic descriptions of the mechanism of the oblique-viewing scopes, and thus good accuracy is attainable even with a small number of angles and correspondences.
In this paper, we used a laparoscope whose lens distortion was sufficiently small. However, quite a few endoscopes require the correction of lens distortion. We did not confirm whether the lens distortion correction and the calibration of oblique-viewing scopes can be independently applied, that is, whether the lens distortion parameters depend on the rotation angle u. Future work will include analyzing this dependency and combining the lens distortion correction with the oblique scope calibration. Using the calibration method proposed in the present paper, we are now developing an augmented reality visualization system combined with intraoperating 3D ultrasound images [16, 17] for laparoscopic procedures using oblique scopes. No. of points, n Point labels used for calibration (see Figure 9 (a) for point labels) 
